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NOW is the perfect time to start to enjoy the benefits that we offer you through Hydrotherapy,
recommended not just for fun but also for improving flexibility, arthritis, diabetes, sport injuries, blood
pressure and much more. We at “The Spa Superstore” are here to guide you with your new health
investment, finding the Spa which is right for you with the best warranties given from the largest Spa and
Now is the perfect time to start to enjoy the benefits that we offer you

Wellness manufacturer
in Hydrotherapy,
Europe— WELLIS.
As thenot
oficial
distributor
forforthem—we
offer Wellness at
through
recommended
just for
fun but also
improHome throughout Spain
next arthritis,
day delivery
on models
in stock.
At our Showroom
with easy access and
ving with
flexibility,
diabetes,
sport injuries
and decreasing
blood

parking open from
09.30hrs—18.30hrs
Monday—Friday
and 10.00hrs—13.30hrs
Saturdays or by
pressure.
Offering you Wellness
at Home throughtout
Spain with next
day
delivery
models
stock (+ 40ofunits).
Moremodels
than 15 models
to view
appointment, you can
see
and tryonthe
wideinselection
the latest
available
or we can come and give
in our Showroom.
you a free home inspection
without obligation.

We also offer Part Exchange and Technical Service.

We also offer Made to Measure Thermal Covers for your Spa, Free Maintenance Steps, Hand Rails, Cover Lifters, Spa
Trays, Towel Rails, Spa Parasols, Cartridge Filters, Spa Sanitizers, Spare Parts and Technical Service on ALL SPAS.

Before you buy—give us a try!

info@wellisonline.com
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LOCALLY TO:

106.3 fm
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MORE LOCAL NEWS, MORE LOCAL EVENTS
AND MORE OF THE MUSIC YOU LOVE

Let us promote your business
To advertise at surprisingly affordable prices
Tel: 634 051 595 Email: guy@spectrumfm.net
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Welcome to the
November edition of
ALIS.
Well, who would of thought it??

Wigan
Pier to
Andalucia

The global problems could be about to affect our production. I have just recieved an
email from our printers to say they do not
know if they have enough of the paper thickness we usually use for our magazine, and
so it may have to be printed on a slightly
thinner paper. As I write this, I dont know if
this will happen this month, or next, or ever.
At least the great content will remain the
same thanks to our wonderful team.
So what´s in this month?

46-47

We have the return of Heidi with her great
articles. This month focusing on Quesada,
as well as a must read article entitled When
In Rome on page 31

EMERGENCY TEL. NUMBERS
ALL EMERGENCIES			
112
GUARDIA CIVIL				
062
POLICIA NACIONAL			
091
POLICIA LOCAL				
092
FIRE BRIGADE				
080
MEDICAL EMERGENCY
		
061
POLICE (IN ENGLISH)
902 102 112
COASTGUARD			
900 202 202
RED CROSS			
902 222 292

contact

:

enquiries@alifeinspain.com
peter.clarke@alifeinspain.com

With winter round the corner, it could also
be worth reading Michaels article on page
21
Enjoy this month’s magazine
Remember – all of our articles and over
10,000 properties for sale and rent are
available online at:

www.alifeinspain.com

ALIS is not responsible for the accuracy or content of any articles
published in the magazine or online and proffessional advice is
reccomended. ALIS does not endorse any company advert or article
herein. We try to make sure the content is accurate but cannot be held
responsible for inaccuracy.

TEL: 660 170 355
deposito legal: MU 1390-2016
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Most Iconic hotels
in Spain

Large hotel buildings are synonymous with luxury. In a continuous
flow of customers, they are usually among the best-known buildings
in their cities, next to cathedrals, former colleges or old fortresses. It is
no coincidence that the image that their guests receive depends to a
large extent on their stay. They are also places where major festivals,
events and celebrations are held. Resisting the passing of the decades
or rising from the ashes, the most iconic hotels in Spain continue
attending to those who can afford to pay for one of their rooms.
Posada del Peine in Madrid
By far the oldest venue on this
list is the Posada del Peine. This
Madrid hotel managed to survive
a partial closure after more than
three centuries of existence. Its
history spans from 1610 to the
1960s. Although it managed to
survive the rise of the Ritz and the
Palace, it finally had to close. This
change of focus at the beginning
of the 20th century caused it to
lose its preponderance. Until
then, it was the reference point
for anyone visiting the capital.

However, in 2006 it was rescued
by the Petit Palace group. The
current premises are the same as
the one that closed, with several
floors as a result of successive
refurbishments and extensions.
However, the number of rooms
has been greatly reduced to
adapt the space to the current
concept of comfort. Thanks
to this, this centrally located
hotel, next to the spectacular
Plaza Mayor, is once again an
institution that is part of Madrid’s
cultural heritage.

Posada del Pe
ine
in Madrid

LIBERTYCASHBACK
Until

25th

NOVEMBER

2021

Another
chance to
enjoy €60
cashback
from Liberty!
ALREADY A CUSTOMER?

A NEW CLIENT?

€ 60 CASHBACK

€ 30 CASHBACK

on each new policy

on your first policy & € 60 from the second policy
onwards

Take out a new Car, Home or Life policy and access
our Cashback offer!
There’s no limit on policies, so there’s no limit on
Cashback!

#1

preferred
expat
insurer

Visit your agent or call 91 342 25 49
Offer valid from 28th September to 25th November 2021. Policies must be paid by direct debit. Applies to new car, home and life policies only. Not for renewals or replacements. Conditions
and minimum premiums will be applied in all cases. Visit our website libertyexpatriates.es or ask your broker/agent for full details.

Let’s Learn Spanish

Cinema

Phrases
Where is the nearest cinema?

¿Dónde está el cine más cercano?

Don day esstahell see nay mass thercar know

Does the cinemas show English films?

¿Los cines dan pelis en inglés?

Loss see nays dan pell lees en in glaze

Are there subtitles?

¿Tienen subtítulos?

Tee yenensoubtee two loss

How much is a ticket?

¿Cuánto cuesta la entrada?

Kwan toe questahlahentrah dah

What time is the next showing?

¿A qué hora es la próxima sesión?

Ah kayor rah esslahprox cee mahses cee yon

What time does it finish?

¿A qué hora termina?

Ah kayor rah tare me nah

Where can I buy popcorn?

¿Dónde puedo comprar palomitas?

Don day pweh doh comm prah pal lo me tass

Where are the toilets?

¿Dónde están los aseos?

Don day esstan loss ass sayoss

Vocab
Film
Ticket
Seat
Popcorn
Ice cream
Soft drinks
Screen
Auditorium
Action
Comedy
Romance
Cartoon

La peli
La entrada
El asiento
Las palomitas
El helado
Los refrescos
La pantalla
La sala
Acción
Comedia
Romántica
dibujos

Lah pell lee
Lah en trah dah
Ell ass see yen toe
Lass pal lo metass
Ellelllahdoh
Loss reyfress kos
Lah pan tie yah
Lah sallah
Ack thee yon
Comm med dee ya
Roe man tee ka
Dee boohoss

Now try our wordsearch:

Peli
Entrada
Asiento
Palomitas
Helado

Comedia
Dibujos
Pantalla
Refrescos
Accion

CSE MURCIA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL ES767

NOW OPENING EYFS AND KS1
A FULLY BILINGUAL DEPARTMENT EMPLOYING EXPERIENCED AND
QUALIFIED ENGLISH AND SPANISH NATIVE TEACHERS
TO GIVE YOUR CHILDREN THE BEST EDUCATION AVAILABLE.

WHAT OUR PUPILS AND PARENTS THINK
I love the fact the teachers
are friendly.
Aged 8

The shorter days, mean I
don’t have to travel on a bus
for 2 hours every day.
Aged 13

The small classes are great,
there are only 3 other
students in my class.
Aged 14

I have made new friends who
help me to learn.
Aged 9

I now love maths again,
because the classes are fun
in this school.
Aged 16
We learn lots of new and
interesting things.
Aged 12

They (the teachers) explain
things better.
Aged 10

My children have never been
so enthusiastic about school.
I can’t stop them from
telling me all the great
things they have learnt that
day.
Parent S

It’s so great to be part of a
school community that
listens to my children’s
needs.
Parent P

THE EDUCATION YOU DREAMED OF FOR YOUR CHILD
IS MORE AFFORDABLE THAN YOU THINK
CSE MURCIA INTERNATIONAL
CREATING A CLIMATE OF POSSIBILITY
CONTACT CAMBRDIGESCHOOL@CSEMURCIA.COM
OR CALL 647 83 53 45 TO ARRANGE A VISIT

Feel Closer To Home in Ciudad Quesada.
By Heidi Wardman.
If you are dreaming of a place in the sun but do not want to stray too far from the
comforts of home, Ciudad Quesada offers the perfect solution.
Nestled on a pleasant south facing hillside in the Province of Alicante, Ciudad Quesada provides a
wonderful compromise between the familiarity of home and an exciting new life in the sun. It is a relatively
new area of Rojales which has expanded to include the pleasant urbanisations of Pueblo Lucero, Doña
Pepa, Pueblo Bravo and Lo Pepín. Whilst it does not offer a beachfront aspect, it is close enough to the
coast to allow you tantalizing glimpses of the glistening Mediterranean, which are particularly striking as
you travel further up the hillside. The town also boasts outstanding views over the famous Torrevieja salt
lakes, which are among the most important working salt lakes in Europe; along with the stunning sight
of the Sierra de Orihuela mountain range, which is an important nature reserve and hotbed for flora and
fauna, and the lush “La Marquesa” fairway, depending on where you are situated.

Amenities

The town has developed rapidly over the past two decades, with a wide spectrum of properties to suit all
needs and budgets, including detached villas, smaller private urbanizations, bungalows and apartments.
The amenities available within Quesada have also improved over time, so that it is now home to a vast array
of bars, restaurants, shops and supermarkets, along with various banks, dentists, chemists, hairdressers,
newsagents, tobacconists and a brand new Medical Centre located in the Doña Pepa urbanization. There
is also a cultural centre hosting a variety of shows, workshops and exhibitions; and a town hall to support
residents with all manner of local housing/ welfare issues and other important paperwork.
There is a modern bowling alley which is open throughout the day until late at night, and features a lounge/
bar, sun terrace, darts area, live sports coverage on big screen TV’s, a children’s play area and free Wi-Fi.
Food and tapas are available to eat in or takeaway. The Aqua Park is another popular attraction, which
opened 30 years ago to become the second water park in the country. Spanning 21 000 square metres,
the park has a selection of slides, swimming pools and sunbathing zones, and is open from the end of
May to late September.

Golf Resort

One of the things which has really helped to give Quesada international recognition is its prestigious Golf
Course, “Club de Golf Quesada”, which was founded in 1989 by one of the town’s founders, D. Justo
Quesada. Its close proximity to the Provincial Capital, Alicante, and busting city of Torrevieja meant
that interest in the club spread rapidly, making it
one of the most popular courses in the region. It
changed its name to “La Marquesa Golf & Country
Club” in 1994, in line with an ambitious Real Estate
FOR ALL YOUR GARDENING NEEDS
Project launched by the Quesada Family, which
saw the creation of some 15 000 homes in the first
instance.

PARKIE'S GARDENS
Garden Maintenance

The residential area surrounding the golf course
now comprises over 30 000 properties as well as
a thriving clubhouse and commercial zone. The
club boasts multicultural representation, with a
significant percentage of expats who have helped
to create a warm, friendly environment. Aside from
the glorious fairway, budding golfers have the
opportunity to perfect their swing on the putting
green, which is situated just in front of the Club
House and completely free to use! The club also
hosts one of the most impressive driving ranges on
the Spanish East Coast, featuring an area for long,
fast swings with artificial grass (in the covered area)
or natural grass, as well as an approach, chipper
and bunker area. The driving range is open daily
from 08:15 and is comparably cheap to play with
tokens available from the Golf Shop.

Weeding / Spraying
Hedge Trimming
Pa�o / Terrace Cleaning
General Pain�ng
Odd Jobs
Get in touch for a no obligation quote

711 035 258

0044 7429 488 456

parkiesgardens@hotmail.com
facebook.com/parkiesgardens
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Education

If you have children of school age, the one thing that lets Quesada down is the lack of educational services.
There are still no state schools operating here, in spite of the high demand, with the nearest primary and
secondary centres being situated in Rojales, Colegio Público “Principe España” and IES “La Encanta”. The
short bus journey is not too daunting for older children to undertake, although as a parent you might find
it too much for little ones to cope with, which can mean running them back and forth several times each
day. The schools do offer a “comedor”, which means that they are cared for over the lunch break, including
provision of a school dinner with a rest or play session afterwards. Also on the plus side, the Rojales
schools are accustomed to catering for the needs of non-Spanish children, with many English speaking
staff on hand to support both students and parents.
The high levels of foreign children can mean that Teaching staff are under more pressure and find it difficult
to attend to the needs of individuals, but in practice the children do tend to assist each other when they
are struggling. This can be more beneficial as it gives them the opportunity to make friends with peers
and adjust more quickly. There are no international schools in the vicinity, with the closest options being
El Limonar International School, in Villamartin, and Phoenix International school in San Miguel de Salinas.
Both are an easy distance to commute and although more costly can be a favourable option for parents
who do not have much confidence in the State Education sector. Meanwhile, situated in Urbanization Doña
Pepa, the “Berlingua International School” is a private academy which offers additional language support
to adults or children. The academy employs fully qualified Tutors and offers courses in English, French,
German and Spanish. Each programme of study is designed to meet the needs of students at a certain
level, as well as catering for specific audiences and age groups, such as teenagers and pensioners.

Clubs and Associations

What Quesada lacks in educational services, it makes up for in clubs and societies with something going
on locally to suit people of all ages and interests. Aside from the golf club, Quesada is home to a very
popular lawn bowling club, which travels throughout the region and beyond, to compete in the sport. There
is also a bridge club, pool and darts leagues, tennis, squash and badminton clubs, a running club, various
dance classes including aerobics, line dancing, belly dancing and Zumba fitness. There are a plethora of
social clubs taking place in Quesada and the surrounding area, some with a specialized mutual interest or
hobby, and others simply offering good company with excursions or entertainment nights thrown in.
Age Concern and the Help Association operate in the area to support residents with all manner of problems,
from financial issues to health concerns, whilst the Asociacion Espanola Contra el Cancer (AECC) is also
extremely active in the town, and works to promote cancer screening and prevention programmes, as
well as supporting sufferers and their families. Each of these organizations, among others such as Paul
Cunningham Nurses, Debra (The Butterfly Children) and Easy Horse Care, are always on the lookout
for willing volunteers to assist them with their fundraising ventures or work in their local charity shops.
Therefore, if you wish to get involved in the community in some way once you have settled in then it may
be worth contacting one of them. It is also a great way to make new friends who will be happy to take you
under their wing until you find you feet.

Making Friends

With so many other expat families already living in Quesada you should find it relatively easy to make
friends with likeminded others if you chose to move here permanently. Relocating to a new country is a
BIG thing, and Spain is particularly renowned for its ridiculous amount of paperwork and rigid bureaucracy,
which you might find daunting, and even quite deflating when you first arrive. However, living in a town such
as Quesada can help to take the sting out of its tail, as you will be inundated with advice, warnings and the
chronicles about the obstacles that your new neighbours had to overcome when they arrived, in which you
may take comfort that it is not just you, and things do get easier!

Culture

The high number of Brits compared with Spaniards can be off putting for some people, particularly if your
intentions in relocating to Spain also include adopting the culture and learning the lingo. It is true that there
is an abundance of British bars, restaurants and other businesses which mainly attract expats who are
looking for a welcoming atmosphere where they feel at home. Older residents in particular will be glad of
their “local”, where they can always find a familiar face, some decent chat and are guaranteed to find their
favourite tipple, served just as they like it. If you like
the sound of that, then Quesada can certainly deliver.
However, if the idea does not appeal, then it does not
necessarily mean that you should rule the town out of
your property search, just simply avoid the Brit bars
and choose to frequent the great selection of Spanish,
and other international venues instead! Places such as
the “Don Carlos”, “Lizarran”, and “Patagonian Steak
House” will offer a refreshing alternative, with fantastic
cuisine available at great prices, and a warm friendly
atmosphere into the bargain! You will generally find
that staff speak some English so you will not struggle
to make yourself understood. However, at the same
time you will also have the opportunity to listen to
Spanish banter and chip in as you begin to feel more
confident, make friends of other nationalities and get
to know the customs and traditions observed in your
new country. Furthermore, the traditional towns of
Rojales, Benijofar, Guardamar, Los Montesinos and
Algorfa are only a short distance away, allowing you
even more freedom to soak up the Spanish culture
and easy pace of life. There is nothing to stop you from
spending time at the Brit bars when you are feeling a
little home sick, and diving into the international sector
when you feel more adventurous and fancy a change.
So when you look at it in this way, life in Quesada can
offer you the best of both worlds, and is essentially
what you make it!

Elegancia Básica has just launched here in Spain
two Stunning wall mounted Electric fires, Paris and
Oslo.
With Autumn already here, and Winter soon closing
in, these fires will add a warm glow to your living
room, conservatory, or in some cases we have
supplied in England to our clients for their bedrooms.
We are blessed in this part of Spain with mild
weather even in the winter months, but occasionally
there are a few days when some background heat
adds to our comfort, most of the time however, just
to put on the artificial flame in the evenings will give
that psychological increase in your warmth.
The two models come in various sizes, PARIS
comes in Black, White and Grey, with sizes from
36inch, 50inch, 60inch, 72inch and 80inch.
The OSLO is avaliable again in White, Black and
Grey, and in sizes 42inch, 50inch and 60inch.
Oslo and Paris electric fires are exclusive to
Elegancia Básica here in Spain, and will be
available for delivery pre Christmas if ordered in
the coming week, what a stunning statement this
will make to your home.

If you ORDER TODAY we will give a 15% DISCOUNT
on your order, Please quote BE001, when placing
your order, prices will be EX factory UK, Contact us
by phone email or via our website form and we will
price you for size, model colour and delivery to your
area, and if required we can arrange installation.

Email: info@eleganciabasica.com
Call: 621 261 433

eleganciabasica.com
info@eleganciabasica.com +(34) 621 261 433 +(44)790 841 8807

Elegancia Básica
DENIS BUSSELL
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Christmas in Spain
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Let’s talk WINE
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Navarra, in northern Spain, is one of the country’s
17 first-level administrative regions (comunidades
autónomas) and a reasonably prolific – if lesserknown – wine region. Traditionally associated with
the production of crisp, fruit-driven rosé, Navarra is
beginning to attract attention for its high quality red
wines made from Tempranillo, Cabernet Sauvignon
and Merlot, after years of being overshadowed by
its southern neighbor, Rioja.

Christian rule. Demand for wine was strengthened
by Catholics making the pilgrimage along the Way
of St. James to the shrine (now a cathedral) in
Santiago de Compostela, Galicia, where tradition
has it that the remains of the Apostle St. James are
buried.

The 14th Century was a boom time for Navarra and
the number of vineyards rocketed, so much so that
restrictions had to be imposed to ensure enough land
The first records of winemaking in the region date was dedicated to cereals to feed the local population.
back to ancient Roman times, but grapes were Demand received an additional boost in the late 19th
almost certainly thriving here long before that. Century when France was hit by phylloxera. This
Vines of the prehistoric Vitis sylvestris species – rise in sales was short-lived, however, as Navarra
predecessor of the cherished Vitis vinifera – have subsequently fell prey to the louse, which left few
recently been discovered still growing in Navarra. vineyards intact there. Vignerons replanted using
After the Romans, grape-growing continued under phylloxera-resistant rootstocks, and subsequently
the Moors, and was then greatly expanded under were able to reorganize production zones.

Navarra has just a single DO title for its wines, the
regional Navarra DO, which was created in 1933
and covers the entire southern half of the region
(almost everything south of the administrative
capital, Pamplona). Its workings are administered
by its Consejo Regulador (wine authority), based
in the small town of Olite.

the hearty local cuisine. The more recent success
of Tempranillo-based red wines has motivated
winemakers to produce more of this noble variety
and now it leads Navarra’s production tables. The
trend is towards concentrated, fruity, yet oakinfluenced red wines.

Highly regarded examples of varietal reds based
Navarra’s geography is diverse and a number on Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot are also
of different features affect the region’s vines produced, along with Tempranillo and Garnacha.
and climate. Its proximity to the Bay of Biscay Navarra’s small quantity of white wines are mainly
(Atlantic Ocean) in the northwest, the Pyrenees based on Chardonnay, Viura and Garnacha
in the northeast and the Ebro River all combine to Blanca. Natural sweet wines are also permitted to
moderate temperatures created by the effects of be made from Moscatel.
the Mediterranean climate.
Investment in modern winemaking equipment
This huge diversity across the region has led to and the introduction of non-native grape varieties
the creation of five sub-zones: Baja Montana have given rise to a greater number of new wine
in the northeast, Valdizarbe in the north, Tierra styles from the region, and a group of brave and
Estella in the northeast, Ribera Alta it the centre, innovative winemakers have done much to raise
north of the Ebro, and Ribera Baja, in the south, the profile of Navarra.
below the river. A small section of Navarra is
classified as Rioja DOCa (Denominación de
Origen Calificada). For more information about
the individual subzones, click on the links above.
Traditionally, Navarra has been strongly associated
with its rosé wine (rosado), with Garnacha
producing the best examples. These are often
dry and fruity, and are a good accompaniment to
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New, exciting race course for
The Ocean Race features epic
Southern Ocean leg
The race course for the 14th edition of The
Ocean Race around the world has been
updated and it includes an epic crossing of the
Southern Ocean - the longest leg in the history
of the Race
The next edition of The Ocean Race will feature the
longest Southern Ocean leg in the 50 year history
of the event, an incredible 12,750 nautical mile
marathon between Cape Town, South Africa to Itajaí,
Brazil.
This is just one of the highlights of the updated race
course, confirmed this week.
The race route for the 14th edition of the event
has been rationalised in response to the logistical
realities of an around the world race in a COVID-19
environment and will start from Alicante, Spain in
late December / early January, with the final date to
be announced.
From there the IMOCA and VO65 fleets will sprint
out of the Mediterranean Sea to Cabo Verde, visiting
this African island nation for the very first time,
before racing down to a perennial favourite among
stopovers, in Cape Town, South Africa.
Then, a return to the roots of the Race, with a
massive sojourn through the Southern Ocean, over
30 days of racing, to Itajaí, Brazil, host of the past
three stopovers in South America.
This will be the longest leg in the history of The Ocean
Race, dating all the way back to the very first fullycrewed around the world race in 1973, and will see a
transit of the three great Capes - the Cape of Good
Hope, Cape Leeuwin and Cape Horn - in succession,
without a stopover, for the very first time.
“We believe the 12,750 nautical mile leg from Cape
Town to Itajaí is a very special element - unique in
history - in the next race,” explained Johan Salén,
the Managing Director of The Ocean Race. “The
ongoing and unpredictable effects of COVID have
meant it is impossible, at this time, to do the planning
necessary to ensure successful stops in China and
New Zealand.”

“China and New Zealand remain important to the
present and the future of The Ocean Race, and we
plan to return to both countries again,” said Race
Chairman Richard Brisius. “We will work diligently with
both to explore ways for them to have a meaningful
presence in this edition as well.
“China, of course, has a strong history of hosting
stopovers since 2008-09 and was the winner of the
last edition of the Race, with the Dongfeng Race
Team. And we consider Auckland to be a spiritual
home for this event, with legends like Sir Peter Blake,
Grant Dalton, Ross Field and Mike Sanderson, to
name just a few among so many of the amazing
Kiwis who have taken on this challenge. Their legacy
is woven into the fabric of The Ocean Race.”
Following the Southern Ocean leg, and after rounding
the famed Cape Horn, teams will stop in Itajaí, Brazil
to recharge bodies and boats, the race course will
take in Newport, Rhode Island, USA, before crossing
the Atlantic to northern European stops in Aarhus,
Denmark and The Hague in The Netherlands, before
the Grand Finale finish in the Mediterranean in
Genova, Italy.

Heating your home - Ask the experts
Reverse-cycle air conditioners are a great form of heating your home and can save you a fortune on
your energy bills. They’re great for heating large open-plan spaces like a combined living room and
kitchen area, and as they use less energy than conventional electric radiators, they’re ultimately better
for the environment.
With relative cheap installation costs in comparison to gas or oil central heating and no hassle of changing over gas bottles or ordering oil several times each winter, air conditioning is easy to use, no need to
store logs or pellets and the constant cleaning of your burner or fire
615 356 289
bowinsmichael@gmail.com
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Office: +34 868 580 320
Mobile: +34 666 819 697
Mobile: +34 646 692 471
info@primepropertymurcia.com
www.primepropertymurcia.com

Mazarron Country Club. ref. 1883. 2 bed 2 bath detached villa,
Off road parking, 360m2 plot, space for private pool

Puerto de Mazarron. ref. 1891.
2 bed, 1 bath apartment, solarium,

walk to beach

73,500€

145,000€

Please visit our website to find 360°
virtual walkthrough tours with interactive
floorplans for most of our properties

Bolnuevo. ref. 1894. 2 bed 1 bath Mazarron Country Club. ref. 1892. Bolnuevo. ref. 1888. 2 bed,1 bath
ground floor apartment, communal
pool, private parking.

120,000€

2 bed, 1 bath detached villa,
313m2 plot, private pool,

135,000€

apartment, communal pool,
stunning sea views.

89,000€

Food & Drink
Spanish cuisine is one of the best in the world due to the quality and variety of ingredients it uses, it is the
pride of the country.
It is difficult to talk about the national cuisine of Spain as a whole. But the traditional food is made up
of many regional cuisines. Each one influenced by the climate, history, and customs of that region.
However, you can distinguish common characteristics in all Spanish cuisine. First of all Spanish food
is, in fact, quite simple. The base is onion, garlic and peppers. Usually, it uses herbs, sage and olive
oil. The simplicity and the quick preparation are also common in many regional recipes. Typical Iberian
Peninsula cooking methods include stewing in wine, cooking with pecorino cheese, or grilling or roasting.
Modern Spanish cooking is very varied, unique and impossible to recreate. It was influenced by the
Romans, Moors and Americans.

AUTUMN MENU

NEW m
enu
coming
soon!
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The Canary Islands
The Spanish often refer to the Canary Islands as the “Islas
Afortunadas” as the sun shines practically throughout
the year, their only borders are the sky and the sea, and
because their fauna, flora and culture, at time so different
to that of mainland Spain, are real treasures. However,
perhaps it would be more appropriate to call the visitor to
these islands “fortunate”; not only because he can enjoy
the sun, sea and environment but also because he has
been presented with the opportunity to taste their culinary
delights.

The typical person from the Canary Islands is noble, kind,
with deep-routed traditions yet a great sense of humour, all
of which are reflected in the cooking - the simple, nutritive
and appetising dishes are the result of the Canary Island
tradition.
Tasty and simple
Simplicity is the key. The cooking is so simple that one
of the main ingredients found in the majority of its dishes
is the gofio. Gofio, roasted maize or wheat meal, can
be served at breakfast, as an accompaniment to island
stews and is even used to prepare a special variety of
local nougat. Their “mojos” are equally straightforward piquant sauces which are served with the majority of local
dishes. The “mojo picón” (pepper, vinegar, olive oil, garlic,
cumin, salt and paprika) and the “mojo verde” (made
based on parsley and coriander, and with a milder taste),
have become real culinary institutions in the Canary
Islands.
But there are many more variations of “mojos”: they can
be made using coriander ; garlic ; saffron , ideal with fish;
the cheese ; the goat’s cheese and tomato paste; and for
special occasions, the unique “mojo palmero” which is
from La Palma. The Canary Islands is on route to America
and therefore in the past its cuisine became influenced by
American products: the tomato and the potato or “papa”.
This tuber is the origin of which has undoubtedly become
one of the most famous and typical dishes of the Canary
Islands: the “papas arrugadas”, small potatoes cooked
in their skins in very salty water (if possible, seawater)
and are served accompanied by a piquant sauce, usually
“mojo verde” or “mojo rojo”.
Fish and piquant sauces
Fish is a vital component of the dishes of all islands and
here the Canary Islands are no exception. The fish is
of very high quality: wreckfish, damselfish, dentex, sea
bass, white sea bream, bogue, mackerel... and most
importantly, parrot fish. There are three typical ways of
preparing the fish - in a casing of salt, lightly fried and
baked, or “jareado” (dried in the sun and seasoned).
Dogfish is the main ingredient of “tollos”, a typical local
dish... The traditional “sancocho” is also made with fish
(salted fish, soaked overnight and then boiled with partlypeeled “papas” and served with a piquant fish, normally
“mojo picón” or “mojo verde”). As can be expected, apart

from fish, shellfish is also abundant in an archipelago. The
most typical type in the Canary Islands are the limpets
during the summer months which are usually grilled.
However, we must not forget the “burgado” - a type of
marine snail - and the clam. All types of meat are served
in the Canary Islands.
The visitor must not leave without tasting rabbit cooked in
“salmorejo” - a type of thick gazpacho. But of course there
is also kid or beef. And to finish off the meal, the visitor
can choose between “bienmesabes” - honey with ground
almonds, yams and “truchas navideñas” - small pastries
filled with sweet potato, almonds and raisons or pumpkin
strands in syrup, “quesadillas” - small cheese-flavoured
rolls from the island of Hierro, “torta vilana” - made from
eggs, potatoes and sugar from La Gomera, marzipan and
macaroons from Gran Canaria, “rapaduras” - a honey and
almond sweet from La Palma, and many other exquisite
desserts.
A fruit paradise

The climate in the Canary Islands, very different to the rest
of Spain, is perfect for the cultivation of certain types of
fruit which could be qualified as tropical. To only mention
the banana, as it is the most representative product of the
islands, is not sufficient. There are many other varieties of
fruit. Papaya, melon, pear, peach, mango, avocado and
pineapple are some of the fruits that the traveller can find
in the Canary Islands.
Christmas food in the Canary Islands
There is one sweet treat you will find literally everywhere.
These are truchas, a type of pasty filled with “angel hair”
(pumpkin preserve) or sweet potato. The frangollo (a
type of crème caramel) is another very popular dessert,
above all in Tenerife. Naturally, you can’t miss out on
the everyday classic Canary Island favourites such as
the wrinkly potatoes, papas arrugadas, with mojo sauce,
the tasty island cheeses and unique wines, which are
cultivated in volcanic soil, and the rich variety of tropical
juices.

Rabbit in salmorejo

Method:
Ingredients:
Ingredients for 4 or 5 portions:
1 rabbit of ½kg
1 small onion
1 head of garlic
¼l of olive oil
1dl of dry white wine
1 spoonful of sweet paprika
1 sprig of oregano
1 sprig of thyme
1 bay leaf
coarse salt

Clean and chop the rabbit; put the liver aside.
Prepare a marinade by crushing the garlic with a mortar
and pestle with the oil and a little salt.
Add the wine and the aromatic herbs.
Leave the rabbit to marinate in the sauce for a few hours.
When this time has elapsed, remove it and fry it lightly in a
separate frying pan with the liver and the chopped onion.
Put it an earthenware dish and add the marinade on top,
with a little more water.
In a mortar, mash up the sweet paprika with the liver and
add this to the mixture.
Put on a low heat for half an hour, turning the pieces of
rabbit until it is ready.
Correct the salt and serve.

Stone bass with onions
and ‘papas arrugas’

Method:

Put the salted and chopped stone bass (or grouper) to soak
for twelve hours, during which you must change the water
several times.
Lightly fry the sliced garlic in a frying pan and add the peppers and the chopped onions.

Ingredients:

Ingredients for 4 people:
1.2kg of salted stone bass or grouper
1kg of tomatoes
2kg of potatoes
4 onions
2 peppers
4 cloves of garlic
½l of olive oil
white wine
flour
salt

Mash the tomato and add it into the fried vegetables.
Add the white wine and leave on the heat for a time so the
alcohol evaporates.
Pass the stone bass through the flour, fry it and then bring it
to the boil in the sauce.
Boil plenty of water with salt in a large casserole dish and
put the washed, unpeeled potatoes in it.
When they are well cooked and the skin is wrinkled remove
them from the heat.
Once they are dry, put them back in the casserole dish,
without water and with salt on top so they finish drying and
wrinkle more.

IF YOU WROTE YOUR SPANISH
WILL BEFORE 1ST JANUARY 2021
AND ARE RELYING ON IT
TO COVER YOUR UK ASSETS

Big Reds

Animal Association

BE WARNED!

BREXIT NOW MEANS
YOU SHOULD NOW HAVE A SEPARATE UK WILL
AND A SEPARATE SPANISH WILL TO GUARANTEE
YOUR WISHES ARE UPHELD
Many families of deceased relatives are now finding significant
difficulty getting a Spanish Will recognised in the UK for probate.
This is meaning in some cases that their loved one has
died intestate causing the family immense hassle and in some
cases assets are not going where the deceased wished.

DON’T TAKE THE RISK
We will write YOUR UK or Spanish Will
For just €99 including notary fee and a €5 donation to
BIG REDS ANIMAL SANCTUARY
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Blanca

Right in the heart of the Ricote Valley, on the banks of
the River Segura, lies Blanca, known to our ancestors
as La Negra or “The Black”, due to the colour of the
mountain where it lies.
The castle which reigns over the town was built by
the Moslems in the twelfth century; before it lies the
valley in all its splendour. It can be reached by setting

Agents towns

out from the old quarter where the traveller can get to
know the ancient mediaeval layout of the town and, at
the same time, the warmth of its people.
Outstanding among its buildings are the Church of St.
John the Evangelist, from the sixteenth century; the
Hermitage of Saint Roque with its Baroque style; the
Favorita (“Favourite”) House, built in an eclectic style
during the nineteenth century; the Count’s house, a
faithful example of nineteenth century neoclassicism,
now turned into the Hostería Conde de la Vallesa;
and last, but not least, the Victoria Theatre, which
has recently reopened its doors after a period of
restoration.
The Fundación Pedro Cano -Pedro Cano Foundation- is
a must: its location is great, since it is in an extraordinary
building on the bank of the River Segura; it houses
some of the best works of Pedro Cano, the artist from
Blanca. In addition, it has temporary exhibition rooms,
workshop rooms, a library and an auditorium. The
Centro de Interpretación de la Luz y el Agua is also
very interesting for the visitor, since it shows the ways
of exploitation of water through history in this locality.
Blanca, where natural beauty and historical tradition
meet to offer the traveller the chance to enjoy an
adventurous type of tourism which includes a descent
of the River Segura, hiking and pony trekking among
others.
By Spanish Dream Home www.spanishdreamhome.com
info@spanishdreamhome.com
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IF YOU ARE AN ENGLISH OR
WELSH EXPAT - READ ON

Big Reds

Animal Association

CONCERN NO. 1

CONCERN NO. 4

THINK AGAIN

DID YOU GIVE POWER OF ATTORNEY TO YOUR
CONVEYANCER WHEN YOU BOUGHT
YOUR PROPERTY?
HAVE YOU REVOKED THAT POWER NOW
THE PROPERTY IS YOURS?

IF YOU WROTE YOUR SPANISH WILL BEFORE
JAN 1ST 2021 AND THINK IT STILL COVERS
YOUR ASSETS IN THE UK AS WELL
YOU NOW NEED A WILL FOR SPAIN
AND A SEPARATE WILL FOR THE UK

CONCERN NO. 2
DOES YOUR WILL STATE IN IT
BRITISH OR UK LAW?
IF SO IT COULD FAIL AS THERE
IS NO SUCH THING

IF NOT - A VIRTUAL STRANGER STILL HAS
POWER OF ATTORNEY OVER YOU
YOU NEED TO REVOKE IT AND APPOINT
A TRUSTED FAMILY MEMBER

Only the Law of England and Wales or the
Law of Scotland or the Law of Northern
Ireland exist as legal entities.

CONCERN NO. 5

DON’T RISK IT - GET IT WRITTEN PROPERLY

CONCERN NO. 3
IF YOU LEAVE EVERYTHING TO
YOUR PARTNER AND THEY REMARRY
AFTER YOUR DEATH THEIR NEW
PARTNER COULD INHERIT EVERYTHING
AND YOUR CHILDREN END UP
WITH NOTHING THIS IS CALLED SIDEWAYS INHERITANCE
AND YOUR WILL NEEDS TO BE WRITTEN
IN A SPECIFIC WAY TO AVOID THIS

MANY EXPATS ARE BEING
OVERCHARGED FOR THEIR PRE-PAID
FUNERAL PLAN

THE COSTA BLANCA’S LOWEST
PRICED PRE-PAID FUNERAL PLAN
JUST €2495 per person
through FUNERAL PLANS EUROPE

We write
All Spanish and English/Welsh Wills for just €99 inc IVA
All English/Welsh and Spanish Powers of Attorney
for just €99 inc IVA
We provide our notary in Torrevieja FREE OF CHARGE
We donate €5 to BIG REDS animal rescue centre
for each new client who instructs us
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When In Rome Rodney, When In Rome….
By Heidi Wardman.
If you are a newcomer to Spain you will
soon learn that it is not just the climate
and relaxed pace of life that sets it apart
from other European countries.
Whilst the UK and Ireland are both rightly proud of
their customs and traditions, the habits that we are
accustomed to back home are a million miles away
from those which you will need to adjust to when you
move to Spain. In fact, certain taboo behaviours such
as kissing a stranger on both cheeks when being
introduced, or enjoying a glass of wine with lunch,
even during a working day, are perfectly acceptable
here. You will find that certain customs come quite
naturally, while others will take some getting used to,
and similarly some of your old habits might be difficult
to lose! Spanish cultural norms have a huge influence
over social life, so adopting them is the best way to
integrate into Spanish life and start making new friends.
Do not be dismayed however, if your “Spanishness”
takes a while to kick in, as you will probably find that
the natives are quite familiar with the British stereotype
and might even expect you to be a little more reserved
than themselves.

The key to embracing the Spanish culture is to go with
the flow, leave the “stiff upper lip” back home and get
stuck in!

(Camposol)

To help make the transition a little easier, ALIS has
identified a few of the major habits which you will
need to wave goodbye to, and those which you shall
embrace, if you stand any chance of adjusting to your
Spanish surroundings.
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Time Is NOT of the Essence
Although you might have a tight schedule and
deadline to work to, you will probably find that your
Spanish friends or associates are not too concerned
by it. Spaniards from coastal areas in particular are
not best known for their punctuality, and you can
expect to hear the term “mañana” fairly frequently
from now on. In spite of the dictionary translation,
mañana to a Spaniard does not necessary mean
tomorrow, it is just a vague indication of sometime in
the future, and they are unable or unwilling to commit
to a specific date. Meanwhile, the longstanding
tradition of the “siesta” or midday nap can also make
progress painfully slow.
The majority of Spanish shops and services close
their doors each day between the hours of 14:00 and
16:00 or 17:00, meaning that even if you do not feel
the need for a snooze yourself you are incredibly
limited as to what you can do.

That said, larger companies and those run by
foreigners are working hard to break the tradition,
offering longer opening hours which suit the demands
of modern society, and forcing their Spanish
competitors to follow suit whether they like it or
not! The best advice is not to let slack timekeeping
annoy you too much and look at it as a positive thingSpaniards like to take their time to enjoy life, and
now you can too! Grab yourself a refreshing caña or
bottle of wine and a good book, and go and put your
feet up on the terrace for an hour or two. The office
isn’t going anywhere, the housework can wait, and
the kids are entertaining themselves, so enjoy some
me time like everyone else is!

Re-train Your Appetite
If you are used to having breakfast at 08:00, lunch
around midday and dinner at 18:00 you might
find that you need to re-programme your tummy’s
internal clock to adapt to the Spanish eating routine.
Basically, breakfast can be anywhere from 08:00 to
11:00 depending what time you get out of bed, lunch
is typically during the siesta period at around 15:00
and dinner not until 22:00, which for some people
is closer to bedtime than a sensible mealtime.
Even more alarming, particularly if you have been
force fed the benefits of the healthy Mediterranean
diet by your Property Advisor, is the fact that the
Spanish often enjoy “un desayuno dulce” or sweet
breakfast. This will consist of biscuits, hot chocolate
and churros, which are fried dough pieces similar
to doughnuts, coated with cinnamon or sugar and
served with melted chocolate….and they say that
the traditional British fry-up is bad for you!?

If you manage to keep hunger pangs at bay until
siesta time you will probably agree that the Spanish
late lunch is well worth waiting for. “Comida” is
the biggest meal of the day in most households,
consisting of a main meat, poultry or fish dish,
accompanied by masses of white crusty bread,
washed down with a glass or two of “vino”, or wine.
Long lunches are the norm here, so think satisfying
three-course menu rather than fast food snack on
the go. If you do find it more convenient or enjoyable
to eat out, you will usually find a plethora of cafes
and bars serving “Menú del Día”, or menu of the
day. This should typically comprise of a starter, main
course, dessert and coffee, often including a basket
of bread and glass of wine for under 10 euros. Now
after a lunch like that you can begin to understand
why the Spanish do not want their evening meal
much before bedtime!

The Night Is Always Young
You may, or may not, be pleased to learn that most
Spanish bars do not have an official closing time,
but if you aim to be the last man standing be warned
that the locals are quite accustomed to crawling
into bed at 07:00 after an average session so you
might need to get some practice in first! Whilst Brits
are generally partial to an “early doors” drinking
session, either straight after work or whilst watching
the footie on a Sunday afternoon, Spaniards tend
to start their night out much later, and are far better
at going the distance. It is quite easy to spot a
group of Brits on a night out in Spain, as they will
be the ones knocking back pints and shots on a
frenzied mission. Meanwhile, the Spanish are
more disciplined drinkers, treating a night out like a
marathon rather than a sprint, and walking home in
a reasonable state at the end of it! When the bars
do finally close, Spaniards of all ages will usually
head to the clubs rather than home to bed, which
is when the party really gets started…now are you
sure you don’t need that siesta?

The best way to ease yourself into this hardcore
nightlife is to start by going out for tapas “a tapear”,
as you get plenty of nibbles to soak up the alcohol
and its really easy to lose track of time as you
meander from bar to bar, so you won’t be wanting
your bed too early. The frequent change of venues
also means that you are not so tempted to swig
your drinks down too quickly, giving you helpful little
breathers in between! In this way you should be
able to maintain a sensible state of tipsy until you
hit the clubs, at which point the dancing and high
price of drinks should help to sober you up a little
before you head home!
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Spaniards Don’t Do Staying In
(And That Includes The Kids!)

You will soon notice that it is not only party animals,
but families too who tend to stay out late at night,
even on a school night! Expats are often shocked,
and even frown upon parents for allowing their
children to roam the streets or frequent the bars at
night whilst they socialize or enjoy the activities of a
fiesta over a few drinks.
Whether you agree with it or not, you must appreciate
that this is all part of their culture, and as many of
these children will have had a good sleep during the
Even during the chilly winter months you tend to siesta period they are more than happy to be out
find that Spaniards socialize outside of their homes and about until late at night. It is also worth noting
rather than inviting everyone over for dinner. In that during high season, the evening is the coolest,
fact, staying in can often be regarded as a sign of most comfortable time of day to be outdoors, and the
economic hardship or ill health. That is not to say locals rarely venture out during the day. Hence, when
that families spend a lot of money when they go the sun disappears everyone takes to the streets!
out, but rather meet friends or family for a coffee Incidentally, street drinking, known colloquially as
and chat in the town square. They will often take “botellón” is considered illegal, although the law is
their own drinks and nibbles with them, then spend rarely enforced because this activity is so popular in
hours simply watching the world go by while the kids Spain, and as long as the perpetrators are not causing
play and tire themselves out ready for bed! It might any real harm the authorities rarely intervene.
not sound particularly exciting, but certainly beats
staring at the box all evening in my book!

Be Prepared To Pucker Up

The Party Does Not Stop On Sundays

Where Great Britain is probably the least comfortable
nation when it comes to public shows of affection,
Spain is quite the opposite, and even complete
strangers will greet each other with a kiss on
each cheek- first the right, then the left if following
protocol closely. Their actions are usually supported
by the far less formal address of “encantada” or
“enchanted”, rather than “pleased to meet you,” and
you will usually find that they really are! There are
certain circumstances where you would be forgiven
for not stepping forward to offer your cheek, such
as when visiting the bank, solicitors or doctors, but
in most cases it is perfectly normal to give someone
a friendly peck on the cheek. Even in a formal
situation such as attending a job interview, you
might be welcomed with the traditional double kiss,
which may seem awkward to us reserved expats,
but is actually designed to put you at ease and
on a more even playing field with the interviewer.
Whatever the scenario, do your best to feel the love
as there is no room for reticence here!

If you are accustomed to Sunday being a “day of
rest”, when you hibernate under your duvet in a
bid to recover from the last two nights shenanigans
before getting back to work, you can think again, as
a Spanish Sunday can be equally as riotous as a
Friday night. Heading to the local market to pick up
a few bargains before tucking into wine and tapas
is a popular Sunday pastime, and even those who
have been up all night partying will usually make the
effort to meet friends there- time and tide wait for no
man you know! If you have a banging headache you
are not in for a relaxed Sunday wind down here, as
you will find the streets bursting with colour, noise
and friendly banter between the vendors and their
discerning customers. However, you might find that
there is no better way to dodge a hangover than
getting stuck in all over again, and be sure to chug
down a few cups of café con leche en route to
keep the energy flowing until siesta time. Sunday
evenings are no less hectic, and usually involve
spending time with friends and family, and dragging
every last minute out of the weekend before getting
back to the grind on Monday morning!

Eating Out In Ciudad Quesada.
By Heidi Wardman.
With its cosmopolitan atmosphere and multitude of international bars and restaurants,
Ciudad Quesada is a great place to wine and dine, enjoy tapas with friends or simply chill
out and watch the sun disappear down the hillside.
Local Cuisine
As Ciudad Quesada has such a diverse population,
it does not have a signature dish as such, although
it does deliver a broad spectrum of delicious dishes
that reflect its international footprint. Like other parts
of the Valencian Region, the local Spanish cuisine
relies on the finest, freshest ingredients from the
land and sea.

Each dish has a unique texture and flavour and is
usually available as a small portion or tapa, or a more
substantial plate accompanied by a basket of fresh
bread- you may have gathered that the Spanish do
not generally shy away from carbs!

Irish Influence
Whilst it has a reputation for housing a glut of British
You should expect to find a variety of fish and pubs, and even been dubbed “little Britain” by its
shellfish dishes on the menu, such as salmon, critics, Quesada has a lot more to offer if you take
swordfish, hake, sole and panga, with the most a closer look. Indeed there are several British and
popular cooking methods being grilled, baked in salt Irish bars which reflect the thriving expat community
or in a creamy sauce. Large varieties of seafood, which inhabit the town, but these are also joined by
such as lobster and crab are considered a delicacy many Spanish, Argentinean, Hungarian, German,
here and enjoyed in homes throughout the area on Italian, Scandinavian, Chinese, Thai and Indian
Christmas Day, whilst cuttlefish, squid, clams and establishments giving residents and visitors a great
other shellfish are prepare in stews, soups or other choice when it comes to eating out. One of the most
sauces and often served as tapas with bread and established Bars in Quesada, which also serves
as a popular meeting place for the international
ali-oli.
community is the “Old Don Carlos”, located on
The region is also incredibly proud of its rice dishes, Avenida de las Naciones.
the most famous of which being Paella Valenciana,
which combines rice, chicken, seafood, green beans, Whilst the name, nationality of owners and staff,
olive oil, saffron and seasoning. Other recipes which and delicious selection of tapas which are always
use rice as their principle ingredient include “Arroz available here may suggest that this is a Spanish
a banda”, “Arroz al horno” (oven-baked rice), “Arroz bar, its décor is typical of an Irish pub and the
negro” (black rice with squid in inky sauce), “Arroz y copious pints of Guinness served over the bar each
costra (rice cooked with sausage and beaten eggs day highlight the theme. There are various seating
then baked in the oven), “Arroz y serranas” (rice with areas to choose from in accordance with your mood
snails) and “Arros amb fesols i naps” which combines and the weather conditions, including rows of private
booths and tables inside, further seating on the
a moist rice with mixed beans and turnips.
covered veranda, and an additional terrace which is
always full when the sun is shining. The bar is fully

Dine In Spanish Style
For a truly Spanish experience and fantastic value
for money, “Goyos” Restaurant, on Calle Blanca,
is hard to beat. The menu carries a Mediterranean
theme, featuring a number of popular Spanish dishes,
including a delicious paella, and the portions are
very generous. The restaurant is also accessible for
wheelchair users and child-friendly with high chairs
available on request. The Menu of the Day is usually
the preferred way to dine here, and includes salad,
bread, a starter, main course, dessert, coffee and a
complementary liqueur! Cathy from San Miguel de
Don Carlos is by far her favourite pub, and never Salinas said “We regularly dine at Goyos, it is well
disappoints. “I often meet friends here for drinks and worth the trip out! The staff are lovely, restaurant
a few tapas or a toastie at lunchtime. The staff are always clean and welcoming and we have never had
really friendly and most of them speak English. The a bad meal here in 5 years! We have also visited
kids love it here too, and there are games and a pool during the day and tried the tapas, which are equally
table to keep them amused, not to mention the ice delicious.”
cream counter!” Her Husband, Ian added that “Yes
it’s a really good bar, one of the best in the area, but Located within the “Hotel La Laguna Spa & Golf”, in
I wouldn’t say that it is either Spanish or Irish. The Urbanization Doña Pepa, Restaurante “La Laguna”
English and Irish breakfasts are not the best and far is the ideal venue for a special occasion. The hotel
too pricey, but the tapas are always fresh and plenty boats an impressive entrance, ample parking and
of choice. It is one of the busiest, longest serving wheelchair access. The menu is principally Spanish
bars in Quesada so I guess that speaks for itself!”
with a few international dishes included and there
is a choice of a set Menu of the Day or A La Carte
The Old Don Carlos now has a sister bar, located if you prefer. Jan who owns a holiday apartment in
next door but one, “Cerveceria Don Carlos” which is Doña Pepa said that “The Laguna restaurant is quite
commonly known as “The New Don Carlos”. In terms posh but not too pricey considering the hotel and spa
of the food and drink available and pricing structure, location. I have eaten lunchtime snacks and a full
this is much the same as the original venue, but with evening meals here and never been disappointed.
a fresher, modern appearance. Part of the attraction The service may be a bit slow, but that has never
of Cerveceria Don Carlos are the self service beer bothered me- it’s just the Spanish way, and I am on
pumps installed on the centre tables, where punters holiday so in no hurry to be anywhere!”
can help themselves to the local Spanish brew,
without the need to queue at the bar, and pay their tab
on leaving. The bar is particularly aimed at families
as there is a fully equipped soft play facility on the
second floor, where children are entertained while
parents chill out with a quiet drink, or two. The bar
offers themed parties, including party food, clowns
and other attractions at very reasonable rates.
accessible for wheelchair users and child-friendly,
with big screen TVs offering full sports coverage
and free Wi-Fi for punters. Above the main pub is
an “adults only” cocktail lounge called “Cocteleria
el Trastero” which is perfect for a quiet nightcap
after dinner, or a more intimate date away from the
commotion of the main bar.
As the name suggests, the bar specializes in all
types of delicious cocktails, whilst the liqueur coffees
are also highly recommended! Kate from Doña Pepa
said that the

The last in the Don Carlos group is the “Little Don
Carlos”, which is located lower down on Avenida
Presidente de la Generalitat, Doña Pepa. This also
delivers an Irish theme, and as the name suggests,
is on a much smaller scale than the other two. The
Little Don Carlos is especially popular for those who
wish to escape the bustle of the main street posing
a more peaceful, cultured alternative. It shares the
same menu as the original Irish Tavern, and offers a
spacious sun terrace, which is almost as big as the
pub itself!
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A Treat for Meat Lovers
Situated on Avenida de las Naciones, “Patagonian
Steak House” is quite simply a meat lover’s paradise!
Great for lunch or evening meal, the Argentinean
steakhouse serves huge portions at realistic prices.
There are also a number of delicious vegetarian
options available should you prefer. Whilst it is a fairly
small venue, seating extends out onto the terrace
which is usually the preferred choice on a fine day. It
is accessible for wheelchair users and child-friendly,
with highchairs available on request. Dan from
Quesada said that “We ate at the Patagonian Steak
House last weekend. There were seven us in the
party, who all had something different and all came
away really impressed with the quality and quantity
of the food. The service was also faultless. Certainly
worth a visit, but I recommend that you book first as it
does get very busy, particularly during the summer!”

Dunkel- A dark beer with a caramel undertone. This
is the heaviest of the selection. Weizen- A distinctive
wheat beer with a refreshing banana aftertaste. HellThis is a smooth, light coloured beer and typical of
the Bavaria region.
Each of the de Bassus beers is free from chemical
preservatives and filtration, giving it a fuller, truer
flavour, which is easier on the stomach, and head!
If you are not a beer drinker, the bar stocks a wide
range of other alcoholic drinks, refreshments and
beverages, with their home made sangria also proving
extremely popular, particularly in the summer.

Ken, who owns a property in Lo Marabu said that “the
opening of de Bassus is one of the best things that
has ever happened in Quesada! It was just what we
needed – a refreshing change from the Brit bars!”
German Tradition
His wife, Sheila, said that “We tend to go out for a
If you fancy trying something a bit different, the drink early evening, and de Bassus has become our
German themed “de Bassus” Bar and Restaurant favourite haunt, due to the excellent German craft
comes highly recommended. Located on Avenida de beers and friendly atmosphere. We have also dined
las Naciones, the bar is smart and spacious, with a here twice and the food is superb!”
pleasant sun terrace at the front. A wide selection of
famous German delicacies is served throughout the
day, along with their unique choice of beers which are
brewed in house at their La Zenia branch. There are
three traditional ales to choose from:

Helping Hands
Caring since 1989

Earn up to £675 per week
as a live-in carer in the UK!
Apply today and join our free
assessment week
in Malaga on a number of dates throughout
November and December 2021.
1 - 4 November 2021
1 - 18 November 2021
29 November - 2 December 2021
13 - 16 December 2021
17 - 20 January 2022

To find out more, please email
spanishrecruitment@helpinghands.co.uk

Home Comforts
Although it is always nice to sample some of the
local and international cuisine whilst you are
holidaying abroad, you do start to crave some of
your favourite tastes of home if you live overseas
permanently. Therefore, you may be pleased to learn
that Quesada is home to some of the best British
and Irish bar/ restaurants on the coast dishing up all
the comforts of home, just how you remember them!
You cannot get more British than traditional fish and
chips, and do not have to travel far to find them,
as “Quesada Fish and Chips” is located on Calle
Los Arcos, at the entrance to the town, just before
the arches. The food has a reputation as some of
the best of its kind, and punters are often heard to
say that it is better than the fish and chip shop in
their hometown. Customers are invited to dine on
the premises, with free Wi-Fi, wheelchair access
and highchairs provided for little munchers, or a full
takeaway service is also available.

“Laurel’s Restaurant and Bar”, formerly known as
“Laurel & Hardy’s”, situated on Calle los Arcos, is the
perfect venue for a special occasion, serving a wide
choice of fine cuisine within beautiful surroundings.
Indoors the restaurant is spacious and extremely
smart, with a separate bar area featuring comfy
arm chairs and sofas which were perfectly designed
for an afternoon chill out or relaxing night cap.
The extensive terrace delivers breathtaking views
across Quesada and surrounding villages, and is
a particularly romantic spot for wining and dining a
loved one! The restaurant offers wheelchair access
and is child-friendly with highchairs available on
request. Tim from Quesada said that “We joined
the team for Christmas dinner, for the second time
running. We could not fault the food, service, or
atmosphere. The entire day was absolutely fantastic
and everything we could have wished for from a
Christmas celebration in Spain!” Friends, Andrew
and Simon from Torrevieja, are also regular visitors
Liz from Quesada said that “We are really lucky to Laurel’s. Simon said that “We went there for New
to be able to get REAL fish and chips right here in Year’s Eve the year before last and had an amazing
Quesada! The portions are extremely generous, evening. We often go for Sunday lunch as well which
and everything always very fresh and tasty. It is not is always second to none” Andrew added that “Yes,
the cheapest place to eat, but certainly the best if the banoffee cheesecake is just to die for! The food
you are a chippy fan!” Margaret from los Montesinos and service never fail to impress, and it is certainly
added that “When we moved to Spain 5 years ago I in prime position in our good restaurant guide!”
thought we would have to kiss goodbye to our Friday
night chippy teas. But this is one British tradition
which we are happy to hold on to thanks to Quesada
Fish and Chips!”
“Lake View bar and restaurant”, as it is now called,
remains one of the most popular family restaurants
in the area, with excellent food, great entertainment
and a warm atmosphere into the bargain! Situated
high up the hillside in Calle Toledo the menu features
many British pub classics that are always cooked
to perfection, as well as special nights, such as
Sunday carvery and steak night. There is a lounge
and function room, as well as spacious sun terrace
with an outdoor swimming pool, bar and barbeque.
There is also a secure children’s play area and Mini
Golf. The restaurant extends a lively entertainment
programme, including bingo, live music, pool
competitions, line dancing and live sports coverage
on its big screen TVs. Alan from Quesada commented
that “My wife and I visit the country club a couple
of times each week. The brunches are first class
and the staff are always very friendly and attentive.
There is always something going on here, and the
owners really try to cater for people of all ages. It is
everything we could want from our local really!”
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12 new ‘most beautiful’ towns in Spain

Teguise, Lanzarote

Teguise is the largest municipality on Tenerife and one of the oldest, and, like much
of the island, is surrounded dark volcanic plains. Strolling through its steep and
narrow streets, you will find white-washed houses with wooden balconies, palaces
and different religious buildings which point to a long and complicated history.
Head to Santa Barbara castle, which now homes a
Pirate Museum, or the Spinola palace, located in a
stately mansion from the 18th century. The old church
of Guadalupe and the convent of San Francisco are also
noteworthy stops.
Teguise is a municipality in the central part of the island
of Lanzarote in the Las Palmas province in the Canary
Islands. The population is 22,342 (as of 1 January
2019), and the area is 263.98 km². It is located north
of Arrecife and south of Haría. The seat of the municipality
is the town of Teguise. The municipality also comprises a
number of neighbouring islands including Graciosa (with
733 inhabitants in 2019), Alegranza, Roque del
Este, Roque del Oeste and Montaña Clara.
The artist and architect César Manrique was born in
the area. The insect of the island is the cochineal from
which carmine, a dye, is extracted.

VILLA DE TEGUISE – OLD TOWN
Villa de Teguise has been a noble and stately town
throughout its rich past, thanks to both the Bethencourt
and the Herrera dynasties, Teguise´s most majestic
eras. Teguise was declared an architectural-historicalartistic town and it is one of the oldest villages that has
taken part in significant events in the history of Lanzarote.
Walking today through the paved streets of its historical
centre is a pleasure.
The Castillo de Santa Bárbara was built on the peak of
the Guanapay Volcano towards the middle of the 15th
century. From this location you can see the town of
Villa de Teguise, as well as a large part of the island.
Nowadays it is an interesting museum which tells the
story of piracy in the Canary Islands.

Located in the Palacio Spínola in the historic
neighbourhood of the town, the Timple House
Museum is an exhibition space dedicated to the
history of an instrument that is peculiar to the Canary
Islands: the timple. In addition, offers a programme
of concerts and other interesting cultural events
throughout the year.

1407, Maciot de Béthencourt, became the first
Governor of Lanzarote by order of his uncle, the
Baron. He married Princess Teguise of Lanzarote.
The origin of all the different branches of Bethencourt,
Betancort and Betancor in Lanzarote, the Canary
Islands and America can be traced back to them.

1584, Agustín de Herrera y Rojas is named 1st
MERCADILLO DE TEGUISE (Teguise Market)
Marquis of Lanzarote by King Philip II. He was the
Every Sunday, in the heart of the historic quarter of prototype of a noble of his time, and stood out for his
the Villa de Teguise, a market is held from 9:00 to daring and courage from a very young age.
14:00. This has become one of the most popular
markets in the Canary Islands, selling products of 1616, Sir Walter Raleigh attacks Lanzarote, one
every type: crafts, organic and traditional produce, of many piratical attacks that the island and the
souvenirs, etc.
archipelago suffered during the 16th, 17th and 18th
centuries.
Historical Timeline
1st millennium BC, first arrival of humans to 1730-1736, first recorded volcanic eruptions. These
Lanzarote.
gave rise to the current appearance of the island,
turning Lanzarote into a legendary place.
1312, first confirmed visit of a European: Lancelotto
Malocello. It is likely that Lanzarote owes its name to 1852, Arrecife becomes capital of Lanzarote. Under
this Genoese explorer. He stayed for approximately the Law of Free Ports of 10th August, Teguise is
two decades.
no longer the economic and political centre of the
island.
1402, arrival of Jean de Béthencourt, the Baron
of La Grainville, and Gadifer de La Salle, a knight 1982, César Manrique created the Foundation that
and crusader. These noblemen were received by bears his name. Queen Sofía is named the Honorary
Guardafía, the King of Lanzarote, and agreed a President. The Foundation becomes a cultural
treaty of friendship and non-aggression.
benchmark for the entire archipelago.
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Christmas time and Three Kings in the Region
By Taquilla Tickets

Well, where has the year gone ? We at Taquilla Tickets
have had a very busy year, and we are planning for 2022.
In next month’s article, we will have a “round up” of 2021,
and maybe a few hints as to where we will be going in
2022. We value our clients (existing and future), and we
would like to know where YOU would like to go in 2022.
So, please contact us with some of your ideas.
The lights in Murcia City over the Christmas period and
into January are pretty spectacular, and it is well worth
a visit just to see them. So, that is exactly what Taquilla
Tickets will be doing. Exact dates have not yet been
finalised, so please keep looking at our “upcoming” events
on our Website or Facebook. You may even get an email
now and again to keep you up to date !
On Hogueras (or Bonfires), 21 December, Spaniards
jump over a fire to gain protection from winter illness.
Then, each year, a lottery called “El Gordo” is drawn on 22
December. Translated as “The Big One,” this is a tradition
that logs five hours on television, while people watch for
the winning numbers.
Those not near a TV are riveted to the radio. People in
offices, factories, and bars put their activities on hold until
the drawing ends. Numbers are announced in song. The
National Christmas Lottery affects many lives, as multiple
prizes are awarded. Numerous tickets with the same
numbers are issued, resulting in various first and second
prize winners. There are plentiful smaller prizes as well.
The Christmas lottery originated in 1763, under the rule
of King Carlos III.

On the evening of January 5th every year, Spanish towns
and cities are given over to the colourful parades of the
Dia de los Reyes, or the Kings’ Day – a celebration of the
arrival of the three wise men in Bethlehem after Jesus’
birth. Mechanised floats bearing effigies of Melchior
(Arabia), Caspar (the Orient) and Balthazar (Africa) – or
real life versions of the wise men played by members of
the local council – and various other brightly-costumed
participants trundle down major streets; as they pass,
they throw out handfuls of sweets that rain down on the
spectators gathered to watch their grand entry into the
town.
For many Spanish families, January 6th is an important
public holiday in which everyone comes together to watch
the children unwrap their second load of presents in as
many weeks. There is abundant eating and drinking and
the traditional cake is called the Roscon de Reyes, a
circular sweet bread sprinkled with sugar and dried fruits.
Embedded inside is a plastic little king or queen and
whoever finds it is monarch for the day, meaning they are
entitled to be waited on hand and foot.
Call 657346445
Email taquillaticketscondado@gmail.com
Log on to www.taquillaticketscondado.com

On Christmas Eve or “Nochebuena,” homes are lit up with
tiny lamps as the stars begin to twinkle. People gather
at home for an elaborate feast. The Nochebuena is the
largest meal of the year.Church bells chime at midnight,
summoning worshippers to the “Misa del Gallo,” or Mass
of the Rooster.
Christmas Day is rather quiet in comparison to Christmas
Eve. People joyfully attend church. Some gifts are
exchanged, but mostly it’s a time for families to gather
and spend time together. Many people play on swing
sets assembled for the occasion. Swinging is done to
encourage the sun to “swing” higher in the sky during the
time of the winter solstice.
Celebrated over two days, Spain’s annual Three Kings
Festival (Fiesta de los Reyes) features colourful street
parades, a delicious cake with a surprise hidden inside
and a vibrant display of brightly illuminated costumes. If
you have not been to a “Three Kings” parade before, then
please watch out for more details. A lot of our clients go
year after year, and thoroughly enjoy it.

For more details call:
Sally: 657346445
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What happens when a natural disaster strikes?
Concerning news stories about extreme weather
events which cause flooding, communication
problems and damage to business, both in rural and
urban areas, are starting to appear more frequently
in the news. In the past, these events have tended to
affect areas of the US or Caribbean. But we are now
experiencing their primary effects on a more frequent
basis much closer to home in Spain.
Who foots the bill for this damage which can
sometimes affect thousands of people at any one
time?
The answer lies in a rate which is charged to any
insurance you take out and is established by the
Insurance Compensation Consortium (CCS). This
public entity guarantees the payment of compensation
whenever any natural disaster or extraordinary
event takes place. If you insure an item of property
- a car, a house, farm land or a business - part of
the insurance premium is allocated to this national
contingency fund.
When we talk about extraordinary events, we are
referring to floods, sea dashings, volcanic eruptions
or earthquakes. In all these cases, the CCS is liable
for the damage. You may think you will never be
affected by such an event, but unfortunately these
extreme weather phenomena are becoming more
and more common, even in Spain.
We’ll give you one example that must still be fresh in
your memory: the atmospheric phenomenon, dubbed
“Gloria”, that battered the Peninsula and the Balearic
Islands in January 2020. In the first few days of the
storm, the Consortium was called into action as it
began to process thousands of claims for damages.
In the case of “Gloria”, the CSS reported 11,630
compensation claims at an estimated value of € 76
million, most of which emanated from Catalonia,
the Valencian Community and Andalusia. Claims
were made by people who had lost their car or
their household possessions, etc. or who had been
compelled to cease trading or dispose of merchandise
damaged by the water.
The obscure details that we clear up from the
very outset
At one time or another, you must have come across
an insurance policy whose small print excludes
damage caused by natural disasters, riots or acts of
terrorism... Did it make you feel anxious? You must

have wondered whether you were left unprotected
in these cases... As we have said, these events
are covered in Spain by the national compensation
system.
I can assure you that, as part of the basic service
offered by Caser, we will support you as an insured
party at every stage of the claim process. With a
Caser agent by your side, you will never be left to
fend for yourself in such an extreme situation.
These are critical times at which the insured will feel
anxious and desperate. That is why Caser agents
will be in a state of readiness not only when an
emergency is declared, but also in the run-up to the
arrival of a storm such as “Elsa” or “Gloria”. Caser
agents will respond to your queries and complete the
necessary formalities for claiming compensation.
According to the last available data of the Consortium,
from 2018, a total of 77,799 files were handled alone
in that year, following a total of 55,987 extraordinary

loss events, for a value of € 282.7 million. Of the
77,799 claims, 48,149 were made following floods,
27,521 were made following unusual cyclonic storms
(such as “Gloria”) and 1,439 were made following
earthquakes. Spain is not exposed to a high seismic
risk, but the existing risk is concentrated in the
south and south-east of the peninsula, especially
in the provinces of Granada, Alicante, Murcia and
Almería. It is estimated that Spain experiences
2,500 seismic phenomena a year, most of which are
indiscernible.

of houses or 0.18 per mille in the case of offices and
businesses. Private vehicles pay an annual fixed
fee of € 2.10 per vehicle. Take a look at your last
insurance receipt. This rate is displayed as a small
amount on the premium.
If you can’t see it, give me a call and we’ll review
your policy

Supplied by InsureSpain
Is this rate the same for everyone?
In Spain, it is set at a percentage of the insurance Rules are changing all the time since Brexit.
premium, according to the type of property covered. Please make sure you check on an oficial website for
For example, it amounts to 0.07 per mille in the case the latest information.
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FROM WIGAN PIER TO ANDALUCÍA
We smile when friends from abroad tell us how lucky
we are to be living in Sunny Spain. Admittedly, the sun
does shine on about three hundred days in an average
year, but that’s by no means the whole story.
As the poet put it, Spring is the season the cuckoo
likes. This year there are more of them than ever,
shouting their mindless minor thirds and mocking
married men from every thicket and hill. The almonds
have suddenly burst into clouds of fragrant blossom,
ranging through every shade from snow-white to deep
pink, and the wild freesias are in bloom along our
camino. Nightingales are pouring forth their complex
arias in the arroyo all night long and well into the day.
Summer is the season the tourist likes, or, more to
the point, it’s the only one of the four when most
families can escape from the confines of work and
school. Every year the Brits invade in their millions
and the Germans rise before dawn to claim the best
deckchairs on the beach, but it’s exactly the wrong
time to enjoy Spain. Here at El Cortijo del Rector our
small windows and thick stone walls ensure that the
downstairs temperature is fully ten degrees lower than
on the terrace.
We do our outside work in the early mornings and
cower indoors from the blasting midday heat, only
emerging in the late evening. So we gaze pityingly
at our cousins from the Foggy Rock who spend their
holidays on the playa, and roast themselves raw.
Even for the hardy culture vulture August, is not the
month for sightseeing. What lunatic would actually
choose to drag himself around the Alhambra with the
temperature at thirty-five and rising?
When we bought our house twenty years ago only the
hardiest and most adventurous tourists penetrated as
far as our rustic valley in the hills of Al Andalus. Now
we see many more, though they tend to be hikers and
cyclists, whilst the majority still cling to such resorts
as Benidorm, a tiny fishing village sixty years ago and
now the most purulent pustule on the concrete coast.
Until a week ago Sunny Spain was alive and well, with
the midday temperatures up to twenty-five Celsius.
Then he suddenly lapsed into wet blustery autumn,
the poplars and ash trees along the barranco bursting
into a rash of russet and yellow and the huge old silver
birch by the bridge across the arroyo scattering wide
his exotic coinage, gold on one side, silver on the
other. We’ve almost finished harvesting the almonds

but the apples, grapefruit and pomegranates still hang
heavy on the trees.
I have stripped the grapevine that clings to the outer
edge of the porch: first the great, luscious green-gold
muscatel fruit and then the browning leaves. The fig
tree is looking decidedly tatty, and soon it will be time
to rattle it with a long pole to dislodge the last of its
huge papery leaves. The evenings are damp and
chilly, so our cast iron wood burner is earning its keep
and Al Andalus smells of autumn and wood smoke.
Gazpacho, cava and tinto de verano are distant
memories and the uncorking of a bottle of Valdepeñas
red is a comforting sound.
We’ve had as much rain this month as in the whole of
last year. At the very top of our valley, where the arroyo
emerges from the hillside, stands a lavadero, a long
timber shed with half a dozen sinks with ribbed slabs
where, in years gone by, women from the scattered hill
cortijos would pound their washing with huge spheres
of dark green soap, the water being carried from the
subterranean spring by a length of fire hose.
When we first arrived here, Andalucía was in the midst
of a long period of drought. No water flowed from the
spring and the lavadero was dry. As we approached
the head of the valley on this morning’s walk with the
dogs we became aware of the sound of rushing water
and when we reached the lavadero we saw that the
sinks were overflowing and the hose swinging to and
fro like a live thing as it discharged its thousands of
litres per minute.
For the past week, Sunny Spain has seemed to be
at death’s door, but today the patient has rallied. The
swirling grey rain clouds have given way to a clear
pale blue sky bisected by a single glittering vapour trail
lit by the sun as it rises behind El Cortijo del Rector.
Val’s pinks, browbeaten by the forty-degree heat of
high summer, have burst into glorious bloom.
For the first time since May there is fresh grazing
on the hillsides for those hares who’ve managed to
escape being jugged by our trigger-happy neighbours.
The wild asparagus hasn’t appeared yet but as we
walked up the valley this morning we came upon our
first clump of purple crocuses. The dogs are happy to
find their terrace laved in golden afternoon light.
When I stepped out at five o’clock yesterday morning
there was a glittering ring around the westering moon

Part 8: Sunny Spain
caused by billions of tiny ice crystals in the upper
atmosphere, and we were in a Christmas card scene
amidst the snowy olive groves, the surrounding hills
white-dusted, and deep icing on the high peaks. Today
I woke to the sound of thunder, howling wind, lashing
rain and vines rattling against the windows.
The recycling bin has just scattered its contents across
the terrace and I have failed dismally to convince the
dogs that they could go out alone to do their necessaries
without my having to watch them perform. Better than
any words, their reproachful stares convey the message
that a more efficient pack leader would have organized
things better than this. So I climb into my boots and
waterproofs and pull the hood down low. The mud will
be a foot thick across the camino where the arroyo has
overflowed, and if things go on like this the barranco
will certainly burst its banks. I may be gone for some
time...
WEBSITE www.johnsharrocktaylor.webs.com/
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The No.1
Rental Agent in The Region
Holiday Rentals from 3 to 365 days
Long Term All Inclusive Monthly rates

0% Commission for Owners!
Global Exposure through our 30+ booking channels

Tel: +44 (0)203 608 9958

Exclusive agent for:

Email: contact@murciaholidayrentals.com

www.murciaholidayrentals.com

